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Structured preparation of your exhibit is the foundation of your success. Planning and
organizing your exhibition booth and your activities thoroughly is indispensible for
catching the attention of their target groups and for securing valuable contacts on-site.
Our 10 STEPS brochure is a clearly organized, deliberately concise handbook and
guide for your day-to-day work. It contains a number of valuable practical tips and
concrete answers to questions that are important for a successful exhibit. The guide
shows you ten steps that you can use to effectively and reliably reach your trade-fair
objectives. We recommend setting concrete deadlines to begin implementing each
step. Checklists, tools, useful resources and practical tips serve as important aids that
will help you to efficiently implement your trade-fair project. We will find answers to
your questions and show you approaches that prove themselves in daily practice.
Naturally, we will provide any support that you need to implement your ten steps for a
successful exhibit. We wish you all the best as you begin you preparations for the fair and
the utmost success for analytica!
Your analytica team
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TRADE FAIR OBJECTIVES
The only way you can achieve your trade fair objectives is by setting them in the first
place! What are your objectives when taking part in a trade fair? Do you want to gain new
customers, promote your company‘s image or present new products? The whole planning
of your presence at the trade fair depends on how you define your trade fair objectives, from
your choice of stand space, through to the design of the trade fair stand, inviting visitors
and looking after guests on your stand.
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When defining your aims, ensure they meet your corporate and
marketing objectives.
Establish these in a timely manner – the earlier the better.
 efine realistic objectives, that you can re-establish or
D
re-examine for any participation at a trade fair.
Concentrate on objectives that are measurable in real terms.

KEY QUESTIONS
How do I determine the objectives of my participation in the trade fair?

With the practical and free TradeFairBenefitCheck from AUMA*, you receive a detailed insight into the
most important objectives of participation in trade fairs. Furthermore, you can find the right ways to
discover if you have achieved your trade fair objectives. You can find more information at www.auma.de.

Establish how you wish to measure the achievement of your 			
objectives.
Communicate the trade fair objectives to all parties involved
in the trade fair – in writing!

How do my trade fair objectives become a key part of trade fair planning?

Include all departments from your company that are directly involved with your
presence at the trade fair at an early stage. Come up with objectives for the trade fair
together and communicate these to all parties involved, both internal and external. Your
objectives are an essential component of the briefing for your service provider and your staff.

What are the advantages of clearly-formulated and documented trade fair
objectives?

With correctly defined trade fair objectives, you ensure clear, thorough trade fair communication and
always have binding guidelines for trade fair activities to hand. Your objectives for the trade fair also form
the basis for the important task of measuring how successful the trade fair was. The better defined your
objectives are, the better your chances for success will be.
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BUDGET CALCULATION
A realistic budget calculation will enable you to create a solid basis for your participation in a
trade fair. Rough estimates, rule-of-thumb calculations or the much-sought-after “ballpark figures“
always lead to compromise solutions that jeopardise the objectives of the trade fair. Therefore it
is important that from the outset you have a reliable overview of the costs that will be incurred
due to the trade fair.
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Plan your budget early!!!
Consider all items: stand space, fees, catering (electricity,
water, etc.), trade fair stand design, trade fair stand construction, marketing measures, staff, travel costs etc.
Ensure that your budget is based on facts, not rough estimates.

KEY QUESTIONS

	Check that the budget is adhered to by means of a subsequent
calculation after the trade fair.

Which cost items should be included in my budget calculation?

The TradeFairBenefitCheck from AUMA (www.auma.de) not only gives you an overview of trade
fair objectives, but also of the cost structure.

How do I obtain a realistic calculation?

The Trade Fair Budgetplanner makes it possible for you to calculate your trade fair
budget for the most important trade fair-specific costs. You can find this online tool at
www.analytica-budgetplaner.de.
You should also use calculations made after previous trade fair appearances and use these as a basis.

How do I make my appearance at a trade fair more efficient in order to
reduce costs?
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Anyone who plans early saves cash. Nothing causes more costs than subsequent changes or last minute
orders. Check at all times how and where you can make use of existing material. In order to stick to the
budget make sure that you have regular feedback meetings with your team.
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TRADE FAIR STAND CONCEPT
Be convincing with the right idea. An impressive trade fair stand attracts visitors and arouses interest in your company. The trade fair budget and size is not important for this. What is important
is a coherent trade fair stand concept that supports you in achieving your trade fair objectives.

KEY QUESTIONS
What characterises a good stand concept?

The perfect trade fair participation is achieved with a specific aim in mind. If, for example, you wish to
increase awareness of your products, the stand concept will place your products in the foreground. If,
however, your most important objective is to make contact with new customers, then the main focus of
attention for your stand should be the interest it generates from afar with eyecatching items that get
noticed. In any case, the stand concept should have a clearly formulated message to
convey at the trade fair. The main purpose of a trade fair is to enable discussions to take place. It is
therefore important to plan areas where meetings can be held in a pleasant atmosphere.
Another important part of the overall conception is the detailed design of the stand. Ensure that the
optimum selection of exhibits are on show and that graphics, lights, colour and materials are used
purposefully.

What should be taken into account when dividing the stand?

Ensure that there is a clear division between communication and presentation areas by means
of plants, semi-transparent partitions or divided levels. Create a different atmosphere in each area,
for instance by using different flooring or distinct lighting. From the start, ensure that you have calculated sufficient space for the back office area, storeroom, wardrobe and above all refreshments. The
catering in particular should not disturb proceedings on the stand. It should not be possible to see into
the kitchen or behind counters.
Ensuring good orientation for the visitors at your stand is particularly challenging: information
counters should stand out as the first port of call and the different stand areas should be clearly
distinguished by clear signage. Think of the principle “less is more“ – avoid access barriers and ensure
that you do not “block off“ your stand. Ensure that there is sufficient room for exhibits and presentation
material.
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What information does your stand building service partner require in
order to create your individual stand?

The more background information you can give your stand building service partner, the better the stand
concept will be suited to achieving your trade fair objectives. Depending on the trade fair, information
on the position, size and type of stand surface play a role. Do you already have an actual idea as to
how your stand will be constructed? Do you know the neighbouring stands? Your stand building service
partner will also find it helpful to see photographic documentation of previous attendances at trade fairs
or examples of stands that particularly impressed you at other trade fairs. In addition, your stand
building service partner requires precise information on which activities are planned at the stand (such as
presentations, demonstrations, events etc.). But one question will be a deciding influence when it
comes to your stand design: the budget you have available.

Your trade fair stand represents your company.
Your stand design must be created with your
trade fair objectives in mind.
Create pleasant areas for communication. Ultimately you
want to promote personal contact.
Communicate clear messages.
If you think about the size of your stand space keep in mind the
space required for storage rooms, the back office or catering.
	The following saying applies, especially when designing graphics
and information texts: “less is more“.
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TYPES OF STAND BUILD
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PRACTICAL TIP

SYSTEM

SYSTEMISED BUILD

Configure and calculate your own
systemised stand online with the

stand configurator

Low-cost, but still compelling? Standard solution, which is nevertheless
configurable to individual requirements? MEPLAN’s system booths offer a great
deal of scope. Whether you are looking for simple, functional basic versions
requiring 10 m² of floor space or impressive glass constructions on two levels
covering over 120 m². Our system booths can be planned so flexibly that outof-theordinary requests can generally also be implemented in the modular
construction. And the best thing is: most system solutions can be priced and
booked quickly and simply online.

Enter exhibition
details
Select type
of stand
Select colours for your
stand and carpet
Select fixtures
and fittings

1
2
3
4

GET YOUR
PRICE QUOTE

SYSTEM
COLUM

MAXI ONE
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TYPES OF STAND BUILD

INDIVIDUAL

CUSTOMISED STAND BUILD

The customised stand build is characterised by high-quality, individually
conceptualised stand designs using flexible modular construction, minimal
planning and implementation times as well as a wide range of applications for
different-sized stand areas. The customised stand build is typically used for stands
of 40 to 120 sqm.
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DESIGN

DESIGNER STAND BUILD

High-quality stand building, custom-made one-off items and exclusive furnishing details:
For our design stands, we place special emphasis on the special, the unique, and superb
quality. The optimal interaction of architects, designers and marketing professionals
guarantees an exceptional stand design. A personal project manager ensures perfectly
coordinated exhibition preparation and dependable implementation.
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INVITING VISITORS
With targeted visitor marketing you can be sure that you greet the customers that you are
interested in at your stand. Nothing is less efficient than chance and hope.

KEY QUESTIONS
Why are visitor invitations so important?

According to an AUMA survey, a trade fair invitation is the most effective form of addressing
visitors. In addition, trade fair invitations offer a magnificent opportunity to distinguish yourself from the
competition and to generate interest. However, the most important thing is: the time available to the trade fair
visitor is limited. Over 80 % of all trade visitors plan their trade fair visit in advance by making important
appointments. Use targeted invitations to ensure binding appointments.

How do I plan my invitation campaign correctly?

The most important rule first: plan early. Merely updating and adding to address data takes
up time – and is essential. Addressing your guests correctly is ultimately the highest priority.
Categorise your addresses and establish who you wish to invite by e-mail, which guests you would
prefer to be invited by a more personal letter and who you would like to invite directly. Well-structured
address data also enables you to send mailings that are aimed at a specific target group. Don‘t
forget when sending invitations that management staff and guests with a long journey to the trade

	
Trade fair invitations contribute considerably to
the success of your participation in the trade fair.
	Trade fair invitations are an integral component of
overall trade fair communication.
In addition to existing customers, invite new customers too.
Sustainable effects can be achieved with a multi-level
message to visitors.
Create incentives to visit your stand.
Agree fixed appointments for meetings.
	Address your different target groups individually.
14
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fair need more time in advance to plan their appointment. Bank holidays and holidays should also
be taken into account. A precisely defined appointment schedule is not only important for multi-level
invitation campaigns; it is also just as important to get the content of the invitations right with further
marketing measures.
The internal organisational processes in particular should be defined in advance: Who should the
response be sent to? Who coordinates the trade fair appointments and how? Have your sales employees
been informed of the trade fair invitations and will they be able to react competently if they are asked
about it by interested visitors?

How do I distinguish my invitation from those of other exhibitors?

Multi-level invitation campaigns achieve a much higher degree of attention. In doing so, use
different media forms too. For example, “save the date“ e-mails have proven themselves
to be useful for the first step, then a personal letter for the second step and lastly a personal
reminder-call shortly before the trade fair starts. In doing so, create special incentives for visiting
your stand at the trade fair and arouse interest in the innovations that you present on your stand.
Vouchers, an invitation to a stand party or to presentations and suitable “give aways“ will also help to
increase interest in visiting your stand. Entry vouchers which give your visitors free entry to the trade
fair can be ordered from the trade fair organiser. These are easy to integrate and very popular with
visitors. These vouchers are often also available as electronic entry vouchers which can be integrated
into your e-mailings without problems.

PRACTICAL TIP:

W H AT Y O U S H O U L D I N C L U
D E I N Y O U R T R A D E FA I R
I N V I TAT I O N :
Trade fair message
Event: Location and date
Contact partner with contact details
Topics, products, services
in particular: New products
Benefits for visitors
Events (product presentations, speeches
etc.)
Company and trade fair logos
Incentives (for example, (electronic) entry
vouchers)
Response options
Hall/stand number
directions to the stand
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ACQUIRING NEW CONTACTS
Trade fairs are not only the ideal forum for you to keep in contact with your customers, they are
also the ideal instrument for acquiring new contacts.

KEY QUESTIONS
How do I reach potential customers before the trade fair?

Anyone who wants to generate new contacts must inform potential visitors of their participation in the
trade fair. Include the announcement that you will be at the trade fair in all your communications, for
instance in your e-mail signature, on your website, in advertisement space in publications or in a newsletter. Ensure that you generate interest by announcing highlights – for example specialist speeches
from well-known experts or exclusive product premieres.
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	Include information on your trade fair presence
in your existing communications and use the
organiser‘s communication channels such as the
catalogue entries.
	Offer simple possibilities for making contact with your company.
	Ensure that you are easily recognisable by using thorough
communication.
	Invite former customers and representatives from the press
to your stand.

It is particularly important to invite potential new customers. To do this, use addresses from your
own database of potential and previous customers or address brokers. Newsletter subscriber pools,
community platforms and the trade fair exhibitor database are valuable sources. Offer visitors the
possibility of making contact by having your entry and contact details in the trade fair catalogue.
The trade fair communication platforms also offer numerous options for drawing attention to yourself:
this includes entries in the trade fair catalogue and banner advertisements on the trade fair homepage.
Ensure, by actively working with the press, that your trade fair presence is at the forefront of the trade
fair and use the possibility to take out advertisements in special editions of trade publications.

How do I generate interest from visitors during the trade fair?

To gain the interest of your potential new contacts, these contacts must recognise who you are and
what your company provides at first glance. Special eye-catchers on the stand or activities can awaken
the interest of trade fair visitors. Many trade fairs also offer the possibility of using advertising space on
the trade fair premises to lead people to your stand. Working with other exhibitors, you can also leave
information about your stand on the stands of your partner exhibitors.
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EMPLOYEE BRIEFING
How a customer meeting at the trade fair stand goes is a decisive factor for success. In order
for your trade fair employees to act and react as best they can, you must be comprehensively
prepared for the specific requirements.

KEY QUESTIONS
What information do your stand employees require in order to be optimally
prepared?

You can only achieve your objectives if you are aware of what they are in the first place. The
exact knowledge of defined trade fair objectives, messages and strategies is indispensable for having
meetings at a trade fair. The better your employees know what and who they are expecting at the trade
fair, the better they can prepare themselves for the situation on the stand. Inform the stand staff of
the target groups you have invited and which potentially interested parties can be expected according
to the visitor structure at the trade fair. The FKM* visitor statistics provide precise information on this.
The trade fair stand is the central company presence for the duration of the trade fair. Therefore your
employees should also know their surroundings exactly: not only the exact location on the trade fair
premises but also which competitors are at the trade fair in which role and what products and services
they are presenting.

How do you ensure smooth processing of organisational matters at the stand?

It is essential that people have a clear idea of who is responsible for what at a trade fair stand in order to
ensure that processes run smoothly. It is therefore particularly important to clarify who is the contact person
for key accounts, who deals with enquiries from the press and who is responsible for organisational matters.
A telephone list with the most important contact persons should be available to all at the stand, as
should an overview of appointments, events and activities at the stand.
It makes sense to establish an optimum period of time for a meeting in order to gain as many
contacts as possible. In addition to this, agree upon a discreet sign with your team to cleverly avoid
unwanted “marathon meetings“. Notify all stand employees in advance of how meetings at your stand
should be documented.
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How do I prepare my stand employees as best I can?

Trade fair training sessions are a valuable instrument to prepare all people involved in the
trade fair for actual situations in advance and to agree the right method of communicating.
A written briefing in which all relevant aspects of your participation in the trade fair are
succinctly formulated is also a valuable aid for your stand employees. Use the day before
the trade fair for a short kick-off meeting to clarify organisational details and open questions,
to provide an introduction to the stand and to repeat the most important communication
guidelines.
However, daily meetings are necessary during the trade fair. Only in this way can you react
to problems that arise immediately and obtain feedback from the meetings held and all the
processes on the stand.

 irst impressions count – ensure that only your
F
best-trained, most competent staff are present at
the information counter.
	Create incentives for your employees which encourage them to
achieve the trade fair objectives together.
	In daily meetings, use feedback from your employees so that you are
able to react immediately.
	Work with a system that makes it evident at all times which employees are not present on the stand and when they will return.
	Be sure that the responsibilities on the stand are clearly divided
and communicated.

* Society for the Voluntary Control of Fair and Exhibition Statistics
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TRADE FAIR MEETINGS
The possibility of “live communication“ with interested parties, customers and partners is a
significant advantage of trade fairs. Trade fairs are communication forums and successful interaction with customers is thus the main point of focus. Your whole preparation for the trade
fair and your stand concept should be geared towards generating numerous and high quality
meetings at the trade fair.

KEY QUESTIONS
How do I have a successful meeting at a trade fair?

Trade fair meetings are dialogues. Avoid entering into a monologue about your services. Find out
your customer‘s requirements and needs during the meeting. Do not merely answer questions, but
ask targeted questions too. And don’t forget: exchange business cards with whom you are having a
conversation to introduce yourself and to know who you are talking to.

What is the right way to speak to visitors?

Give your customers a short while to orientate themselves when they enter the stand. Make eye
contact and begin the dialogue with an open question. And very important: the person with whom
you are having the meeting should introduce themselves personally by exchanging business cards
during the course of the meeting.
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Start your conversation with open questions.
Avoid general verbiage such as the question
“Can I help you?“.
	Do not just provide information, instead actively ask questions
about the requirements of the person with whom you are
speaking.
	
Prepare yourself for the appointment and inform yourself about the
company for whom the person you are meeting works.
	Prove to your meeting partner that you taken the meeting
seriously – by reacting quickly to his visit after the trade fair.
Intensive meeting training sessions with all employees who will
have meetings at the trade fair stand, assure and create uniform
communication guidelines.
	
Test how good you are with “mystery visits“ during the
trade fair and online surveys after the trade fair.
	Stick to the appointments that you have made.

How do I examine the quality of trade fair meetings?

How you assess yourself in a meeting situation is very subjective. You can optimise communication with
your customers and the quality of customer care with “mystery visits“ carried out by an objective test
visitor. An online survey is a cheap way for you to receive well-grounded feedback from your visitors to
the trade fair. Used as a basis to optimise your next trade fair appearance, it is a valuable instrument
in trade fair marketing.
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LEAD MANAGEMENT
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Perfectly-planned recording of contact data guarantees success.

KEY QUESTIONS

Record contact data directly and digitally
right on the stand.

How do I ensure, before the trade fair, that the optimum method is used to
record contacts?

Standardised meeting forms can be quickly digitalised.
No information gets lost this way.

Inform all employees of the process of recording contacts and set out a standardised meeting form.
This way you can be sure that you have all information available at the end. A record of the meetings
simplifies the evaluation of your trade fair contacts and enables a quick response to your visitors.
Before the trade fair has started, prepare a thank-you letter and send this to your visitors at the same
day or shortly after the trade fair.

How do I record the contacts on the stand?

To be able to evaluate information about the meeting, this information must be recorded directly after
the meeting. Notes made during the meeting show your visitor that you take their matters seriously
– nevertheless, your notes should be made openly so that your visitor knows what you are writing down.
Do not forget to attach the contact data or a business card of the person you meet to your notes. And always
agree the next step: for example scheduling another appointment, having information or an offer sent.

Create competitive advantages by promptly processing your 		
trade fair contacts after the trade fair.
	Record the following standardised data with a simple meeting form:
contact data, visitor categories (customer etc.), subject of meeting (i.e.
interest in certain products), to whom should the contact be forwarded,
next steps agreed and date, notes.

How much effort does it take to record professional contacts?

You can save your stand employees a great deal of time by using the right tools – and ensure that
all data and meeting forms are already saved in digital format at the trade fair. You can digitalize
all your visitor‘s contact data by using professional Lead Management. All important contact and
meeting data is immediately available for subsequent processing.
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1| Electronic capture
of contact details

2| Digitising lead
forms

3| Rapid response to
trade fair visitors
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FOLLOW-UP WORK ONCE
THE TRADE FAIR IS OVER
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Harvest time – this is how your effort at the trade fair bears fruit.

KEY QUESTIONS
Why is follow-up work once the trade fair is over so important?

Your visitors have many meetings at a trade fair – very probably with your competitors too. A study
in relation to this carried out by the AUMA found that over 50% of trade fair visitors are unsatisfied
with the work that exhibitors did after a trade fair. The follow-up work you do after a trade fair gives
you the perfect opportunity to distance yourself from your competitors.

What characterises good sales work after the trade fair?

Good sales work after the trade fair is characterised by quick reactions and concrete action in relation
to the visitors concerns. Your visitors expect that you will keep your promises and, for example, that
information or offers are sent without delay. A thank-you letter sent directly after the visit also ensures
a sustained positive impression of the visit to your trade fair stand.

How do I manage to benefit from the experiences of all involved in the
trade fair?

A quick reaction to trade fair meetings ensures
competitive advantages.
Keep promises (such as to send offers or information)
without fail.
Define, before the trade fair, all processes for
subsequent work.
Obtain feedback from all involved: through online surveys, 		
feedback meetings and workshops.
Professional recording of contacts at the stand is a basic 		
prerequisite for follow-up work once the trade fair is over.

In addition to data from your trade fair market research, the feedback from all employees and service
providers involved provide important points of reference that you need in order to optimise your
next project. Feedback meetings and workshops should be held directly after the trade fair so that
impressions, praise and also criticism are not lost.
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MONITORING SUCCESS
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Do you want to improve each time you appear at a trade fair? Then do not leave this to chance.
Analyse what objectives you have achieved, and to what extent you have achieved these. Only
in this way you can continually optimise your activities at trade fairs and continue to build upon
your success.

Trade fair contacts are the measure of your
success.

KEY QUESTIONS
How do I know if I was successful?

Evaluation of your trade fair contacts is surely one of the most important sources of information. The
documentation of your meetings gives you precise information on the number and quality of meetings
at your stand. But passive contacts are also to be judged as a success. Anyone who was aware of you
at the trade fair and how they became aware of you can be determined through visitor surveys.
Further important considerations are the relation between trade fair visitors overall and your active
contacts, the number of contacts per stand employee or also the number of contacts per target group.

Where can I compare my results?

	
W hat ultimately counts is the quality of your contacts.
Differentiate between customers, interested parties and other
target groups as well as the potential of the respective visitor.
	
W hen measuring the success, refer to your fixed trade fair
objectives. In doing so, think about the fact that trade fairs have
a long-term effect and in addition to generating contacts and
revenues, there are many further advantages such as building the
image or increasing awareness.

Reliable indications of the success of your marketing instruments can only be obtained after
continuous documentation of results over many years. Further attendance information can be obtained
through data from your trade fair organiser.

How can I measure my results?

Consider your results alongside your trade fair objectives. Thus factors such as how, and to what extent
your results can be achieved are included in the planning stage. In addition, market research measures
undertaken during the trade fair can be used to obtain reliable information on the achievement of the
trade fair objectives. With visitor surveys on site or online, you can gauge the impact made by your
presentation, the level of visitors‘ satisfaction with meetings and visitors‘ willingness to invest. “Mystery
visits“ visits to analyse the service quality and benchmark analyses to test your stand design – also in
comparison to your competitors – are other effective instruments.
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